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INTRODUCTION

You know that she knows your number. She wrote back a few times, but something just didn’t click. And now the communication has dropped off entirely.

Or worse, maybe she flaked on a date. You were all good to go, but you got the dreaded “something came up – reschedule?” text shortly beforehand.

Well, we’ve all been there. And rather than get mad... or get even... why don’t we get her back in play?

I recently launched a program called B4UTXHER – it’s the result of years and years of texting thousands of women (yep, I basically devoted my life to it). The promise is simple: if you can get a number (no matter how “solid” the number is) you can get the girl out on a date. I even tell you how to get her number, and then there’s lots of advanced stuff like specific messages to send to make her laugh and think you’re the wittiest guy ever, and even how to turn her on so that she’s turned on before she sees you.

In the following pages I have taken the Flaking and Re-Engaging sections out of my B4 U TXT HER program so you can quickly learn exactly what you need to do to grab a girls attention and pull her back into your life. So if you have a girl, or several girls, who keep flaking or just stop responding all together then whip your phone out and let’s get them back on the line and ready to meet up!
I am going to start with the Flaking section just in case you are sick and tired of the current women in your life making plans with you and constantly breaking them. Once you’ve got that down, we will move onto those women who have completely stopped responding and no matter what you seem to try can’t get them to text you back. Ready? I thought so. Let’s do this!
FLAKING

The most important thing you can keep in mind if a woman flakes is DON’T TAKE IT PERSONALLY. Until you build strong enough attraction and/or deep enough a connection, you just aren’t the most important thing in her life. That is fine. She shouldn’t be the most important thing in your life yet either. You just met her, after all. Girls are going to flake. Get used to it. This is why (until you do create a deep enough connection with her) it is wise to always invite her to something you are already doing. This way if she does not show up it is no big deal. You were going to be doing it anyways.

For girls you have know for a while who keep flaking on you, the same principles apply. You have to build up her attraction, make a connection and get her thinking of you as her best possible option for the night. I cover exactly how to do this in the full B4UTXTHER system.

**Why Boy Scouts Don’t Care About Flaking**

In the Boy Scouts they have a motto: “Always Be Prepared”. Almost every time I am going out, throwing a party, or just having a quiet evening in watching movies, I invite several girls at the same time. Because of the nature of texting it takes people varying times to get back with you. Sometimes I will invite 5 girls to come over and watch movies and only one can make it and sometimes all 5 can make it. I pick the one I want to spend
time with most and reschedule with all the others. Simply text something like

*Hey something came up and I can’t make it tonight :(. What are you doing (pick a night you are free) night...Can we hang out then little hen?”*

This is a very effective strategy for several reasons:

- If you have to reschedule with a girl she is much more likely to commit and show up to the next date you set up because she had just committed to this one.
- You always have options and when you have options you come off as non-needy which is very attractive.
- If some girl cancels at the last minute you can re-invite one of the other girls who planned on coming but you had to reschedule with.

She is much more likely to show up than if you had not invited her until that point. She already had it in her head that she wanted to hang out with you but couldn’t. Now she can.

**Note:** This is only at the beginning of getting to know a woman. If you have seen a girl several times and you both have a connection/you like each other don’t use this strategy. This is ONLY for girls who are flaky or you haven’t connected with yet. **Always respect a woman’s time who respects yours.**
How To Respond if She Flakes

How do you respond when a girl flakes? I know it is hard not to feel like she has disrespected your time. It is crucial you do not take it personally and get upset. If you were out with your friends having fun meeting people would it really be that big of a deal if she didn’t show up? Not at all. That is why I tell you to (in the beginning) invite her to things you are already doing and not to something that is dependent on whether or not she shows up. The simplest solution is to just ignore it and invite her again in a few days to something else.

Incorrect: *Hey what happened to you last night? I waited all night for you!*
Correct: *What’s up Spunky Monkey/girly/name...whatcha doing Monday night? I have a super fun idea :)*

Now it doesn’t matter what the idea is. You can invite her to do something as plain as grabbing a drink at a bar or going bowling but it is important that you word it in a fun way. This is covered in detail in the *Getting Her to Meet Up section* of B4 U Txt Her.

Let Her Make It Up To You

Sometimes a woman will honestly just forget. Other times something might have just came up in her life. Always assume the positive. However, if they continue to flake (or even once) they may begin to feel guilty. It then becomes easier for them to just stop talking to you than to face that guilt,
however silly that may seem. There is an easy way to avoid this. Just let her make it up to you.

Race: so guess who gets to bring me a bottle of delicious wine since she missed out last hang out session?....yep it’s you :) I would say tuesday is looking pretty favorable

Kerry: oh man.. i do i do i do!!! ;) mea culpa!!... im sooooo sorry!!! i lost my phone in a car on the way to the circoloco party on Friday – and stayed at my friend’s all weekend long and didnt have your number!!!! but thats no excuse!! forgive me!! ;)... and i would love to treat you to a fabulous wine & dine evening. Friday perhaps? or next week for sure ... (actually..next tuesday is my birthday ! :)

Notice how it isn’t a big deal. She is just informed in a fun way that she owes a bottle of wine and that there is already a date planned for her to bring it to. This demonstrates that your time is valuable (thus she owes you), the whole situation isn’t a big deal to you and you are taking control already setting up the next date. Pretty sweet right?!

On a side note, having a woman bring something to the date dramatically increases the likelihood that she will show up. One of my friends would always ask women to bring gummy bears. 9 times out of 10 they would bring them! Psychologically she is now invested and feels that you are
counting on her so if she doesn’t show up she is letting you down. This works for friends, roommates and co-workers as well :)

**Enough is Enough – Call Her Out**

There comes a point when you are dealing with a woman you are super interested in, probably more than you should be. She continues to flake and instead of spending less time on her and concentrating on women who are responding you keep investing hoping she will meet up. You might even intentionally not invite other girls who actually want to hang out just in the off chance she does show up. STOP IT. If you find this happening ALWAYS invite other girls to the same event.

Here is the kicker. If this is a girl you are seriously interested in, chances are you’re letting her get away with stuff you wouldn’t normally allow from people in your life. If you are sure she is attracted to you and she has flaked several times in a row without a good reason it is time you stop letting her get away with it. Luckily you can still do it in a non-needy playful way.

*Ok little miss flake-a-holic what’s the dealio? (3)x’s in a row is a bit much. You know they have support groups for this kind of thing right? lol...seriously though just let me know if you’re not going to be able to make it next time so I know to keep you on the invite list.*

**Note:** This will work best with girls who you know are attracted to you and you have built at least some connection with but keep flaking.
You have to do this immediately after she flakes (i.e. the next morning) for it to have the proper effect. Also make sure if she agrees to meet up again you make it a bigger deal than normal.

ok cool I’ll see you there. I’m not going to have to send my midget ninjas after you for flaking this time am I?

or simply

ok cool I’ll see ya there. No flaky!

In a situation like this it is ALWAYS better to draw the line and find out if the relationship is going to move forward or if it is just wasting your time. Your time is valuable. Spend it on things/relationships that are going to get you closer to your goals in life.

Recap

• In our modern world with so many distractions and options available to us it is easy to flake. If a woman flakes on you don’t take it personally. Until you build strong enough interest and comfort you just aren’t the most important thing in her life. That is fine. She shouldn’t be the most important thing in your life either. You just met her after all. Girls are going to flake. Get used to it.
• Get “Date Insurance” by texting several girls you are interested in and inviting them to a date (say watching a movie). If more than one wants to come, pick the one you are most interested in and re-schedule with the other(s).

• If a girl flakes on you, don’t make it a big deal. Instead, let her make it up to you later, so she can avoid feeling guilty for flaking in the first place. This demonstrates that your time is valuable (thus she owes you), the whole situation isn’t a big deal to you and you are taking control already setting up the next date.

• Sometimes, there comes a point where you need to call a girl out on her flakiness (playfully!). Send her a text soon after (like the next morning) and when she agrees to another date, make sure to make it a slightly bigger deal than normal (again playfully!).

Ok I know that seems like a lot to swallow but don’t you sweat it! You will have it down in no time.

Now that we got those flakes turned around and headed to dates let’s take a look at what to do with those mysterious women who just fell off the map and stopped texting you completely.
WHEN SHE STOPS RESPONDING

It has happened to us all. We feel like our text interaction is going great with a girl and then all of a sudden she just stops responding. There are many reasons why this could happen: Some sort of emergency happened in her life, She gets so many texts yours just got lost in the shuffle, she is busy at work and just forgot, you said something that she needed to think about and forgot, you said something that wasn’t sure how to respond to so she just didn’t, she lost interest, etc. Don’t worry all is not lost. There are several ways to recapture a woman’s attention.

**Sending The Re-engaging Text**
Typically you need to go back and build some more attraction. You do this by sending a text that is fun, playful and non-needy that involves her directly in some way either by doing something to her, asking a question and answering the question for her in a silly/fun way or requesting something outrageous from her.

what the hell are you up to this weekend?...let me guess, finishing up your ninja training. Oh wait that’s me..hi-ya! Sorry didn’t mean to judo chop you over txt...haha

or
I’m hungover/sick/sooo tired :( .. what’s that? you want to come bring me some asprin and rub my back/bring me over chicken noodle soup/bring me some coffee?...well if you insist!

**Note:** I actually base this one off a text I got this week from a girl (I'm sick. :-) (what's that Race? You want to bring me soup AND a present AND walk zoe to help me feel better?? Well...if you insist). Women are the best inspiration for coming up with compelling text messages. Learn their language and they will be delighted when texting with you!

or

so it’s pretty hot out at the pool (or anywhere) right now could you come fan me with a big leaf and feed me grapes? Thanks :)

**In Action:**

Race: *What has a bottom at the top?*-Race
—She Didn’t Respond to My First Text—
....8 days later...
Race: *So It is super cold out today...could you come knit me a sweater and make me some hot chocolate? Thanks :)*
Kayla: Yes. Be right over.
Race: *Excellent...you off on any adventures lately?*
Kayla: *Going to London tonight... Does that count?*
Race: *Think I could fit in your suite case?*
Kayla: *Are you bendy?*
Race: *I do yoga :)*
Kayla: Good to know. Are you still enjoying NYC?

Race: Yes ma’am I am:) when are you getting back? You have to show me a cool spot here

Kayla: The first text you sent me was a riddle, but I couldn’t figure it out. Do you remember?

Race: Yep...the answer is your legs :)

Kayla: You’re a dork...love it

**Riddle Me This**

Another fun way to quickly grab a woman's interest is to send her a fun riddle. This will definitely work better with the type of girl who loves puzzles and figuring stuff out. I know that sounds like a "duh" statement, but realize what this says about her, and how you can use that information to keep her engaged and apply it to the relationship if you end up dating each other. For example, you could set up a scavenger hunt for her birthday (or for no reason at all). She will definitely appreciate this.

Usually it is best at the beginning to keep the riddles light and fun. Here are a few examples of the one's I use:

*Q: What is brown and sticky?*

*A: A stick :)*

Or

*Q: What gets wet the more you dry?*

*A: A towel :)*
In Action:

Me: *what's brown and sticky?* 1:03 PM

Sandra: *Umm?* 2:44 PM

Me: *a stick :)* 2:46 PM

Sandra: *Ur a dork:)* 3:16 PM

Me: *haha so you have noticed* 3:17 PM

Sandra: *But i like it:)* 4:30 PM

If she ends up guessing it correctly then you can start asking her more complicated riddles. This makes it an easy way to move the conversation forward.

Another way to move the conversation forward is to tell her it is her turn to ask you a riddle and see if you can get it.

**The Alien Abduction**

This is a great one if you haven’t heard from a woman in a long time or she simply hasn’t responded to at least 3 or your last texts.

> well it is obvious you were abducted by aliens...i hope they were the hot brad pitt looking kind and not the ugly green one...when they return you give me a text i have a question for ya
In Action:

Me: you sure are a slow responder....I hope you didn't get abducted by aliens...but if you did I hope they are the hot brad pitt kind and not the ugly green ones...let me know when they let you go :)

Jen: Oh haha I thought I did respond! But I guess I didn’t. I’m in Boston rt now then NY on Saturday. Haven’t been abducted by any aliens as of yet but I’m keeping my fingers crossed:)

Simply carry on the role play a little bit longer and transition based on the information she gives you.

The Ego Stroker

Another way is to involver her ego. If there is one thing people love hearing about it is themselves. The technique is to say you just saw or met someone or something that reminded you of her. Like always you want to make it outlandish. You want her wondering why in the world that would remind you of her. This technique works because we as humans are always curious about what other people think of us and why.

Examples:

I totally just walked by girl who reminded me of you! Except she was wearing a hyper colored shirt from 80’s – remember those!? Haha

I just saw the cutest little squirrel in the park gathering nuts and it made me think of you 😊
In Action:

Race: I just saw the cutest little squirrel in the park gathering nuts and it made me think of you 😊

Janiece: lol! ur the best! saving that message! too cute!

The fun thing about this type of re-engaging text is you can use it to gauge a woman’s sexual radar and turn the conversation sexual as explained in the Text to Sex section of the program.

Creating Urgency

As a last resort you can use statements that create urgency. This will either encourage her to respond or push her farther away. People are more compelled by the fear of losing something they already have than the anticipation of gaining something new.

hey crazy face..are you still alive? should I send a search party of midget ninja’s (or minja’s as they prefer to be called) to come rescue you?!

or

Haven’t heard from you in a while, is this still your number? I’m deleting #s to clean up my phone :)

Use this one as a last ditch effort and only after several attempts to engage her fail over an extended period of time. When she responds just simply say something like:
You are alive after all...where have ya been? I thought you might have run off and joined the circus as a penguin trainer or something lol

This should jumpstart the conversation. Now use the principles in the B4 U TXT HER Program to keep it going.

Section Recap

• When a woman stops responding to you, it’s not the end of the world. A lot of the time she meant to reply, but forgot or something else was keeping her busy.

• Typically you need to go back and build some more attraction. You do this by sending a text that is fun, playful and non-needy that involves her directly in some way either by doing something to her or requesting something outrageous from her.

• Being cute and playful is the key as usual. Say something that involves her ego to catch her attention once again.

• As a last ditch effort you can create a sense of urgency which will either reel her back in or push her further away.
CONCLUSION

Got some good ideas? The texts I’ve just give to you are proven winners, and have been tested and proven by myself and scores of other guys who’ve learned the system too.

One thing you might notice is that some of them are silly or cute. That’s intentional. Women communicate in a much different way than men do. Would I send a text to my buddy Christian calling him a “penguin prince”? Heck no! But over the years that I’ve spent getting good with women, I’ve learned that these nuances of communication make all the difference in the world. Women love having these sorts of conversations.

And when you text the way I do, it’s crazy effective. Every text becomes a little packet of joy that she looks forward to opening and responding to... from the very first text, to the one you send confirming the date.

In fact, I built the system so that if you can get a woman’s phone number, there’s a 90% chance that you can get a date. (and I’ll teach you exactly how to ask for her phone number so that she’s compelled to give it to you).

Thousands of guys have bought it, and the reviews are mind-blowingly good. Here’s one ripped straight from the customer forum:

*I bought this product, and within about a week I had a go-go dancer from the local night-club curled up in my arms on the couch as we tried to watch TV while making out (our first date). I can't tell you how many times this girl told me "you're a dork" over text. I just wrote back, "...and you wouldn't have me any other way ;")* Major, major props to Race for his program. I used to hate texting with a passion!!
So my best wishes to you for pulling that special girl back into your life. As long as you haven’t totally creeped her out, these texts will re-engage her. And once she’s re-engaged, it’s just a matter or ramping up her attraction and then asking her out.

Of course, you’re welcome to do that yourself. But if you want the foolproof system for going from number to date and beyond, then I want you to get a full copy of B4UTXHER. It includes texts for...

• the first few texts to send
• asking her out
• when she wants to bring a friend
• building attraction
• getting her to laugh
• building an unconscious connection with her
• nicknames – one of the best tools you can use
• if you need an answer by a certain time
• making her comfortable going out with you
• the pre-emptive anti-flaking text
• advanced group dating
• managing multiple women
• and so much more...

How easy is it? Just click on over to the membership website, where you currently have access to the sections from this ebook, and once you’re logged in, choose to upgrade to full membership. Easy enough! Catch you on the inside, champ.